
Jitendra
Software Engineer
Experience: 7+ Years

PROFILE
Energetic Software Engineer with 7+ years of experience in developing robust

code for high volume business. Having a judicious and passionate approach
towards technologies has led to a portfolio of various web and mobile based
applications. Technically virtuoso with a broad base of skills in design and
development accumulated through years of experience as a Fullstack  Developer.

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS
● Design, test, and develop software to meet the user's needs.
● Develop software from scratch.
● Experience with Git and Github.
● Ability to work independently and within groups.
● Hands on software troubleshooting experience.
● Thorough understanding of data structures and algorithms.
● Research and consult about potential software and /or system changes.
● Dexterous in coding and developing new programs.
● Manage multiple projects in a deadline driven environment.
● Skilled in requirement and project documentation.

TECHNICAL SKILLS
● Primary Skills: Javascript, Angular, Angularjs, TypeScript, RxJS, NgRx,

Nativescript, NodeJs, Firebase, HTML, CSS, React,  PHP, Laravel, Yii 2.0,
Drupal, Mysql, Bootstrap, JQuery, Scully, Prismic.

● Productivity Application: Git, BitBucket, JIRA.
● Loader Tool: Grunt, Gulp, Angular-cli.
● IDE: Microsoft VSC, Eclipse, Netbeans, Atom.
● Operating System: iOS, Linux, Windows, Ubuntu.



EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION
Msc, (C.A & I.T) , Gujarat University,  K.S.School of Business Management

PROJECTS

Title: Thomas Group (Web and Mobile app)
Technology: JavaScript, NativeScript, Angular 11, Angular Material, NodeJs,
TypeScript, Firebase Cloud Messaging ,SCSS, Azure Pipeline, Azure GitHub,
High Charts.
Team Size: 2
Duration: 16 Months
Description:
Thomas Group is one of the leading suppliers of high-quality ready-mixed
concrete. They are the concrete specialists offering three different types of concrete
subscriptions: BASIC, STANDARD, and PLUS.
With this web application, the admin of the Thomas group can track the supply
chain and delivery of materials for different customers and bill them accordingly.
Responsibilities:

● Lead Developer
● Developing and Designing Web and Mobile Application.
● Understanding and making analysis of gathered clients requirements.
● Integrating CI/CD in azure pipe.
● writing E2E testing

Title: eAdvisor
Technology: JavaScript, Angular 10, RxJs, NodeJs, TypeScript, stripe, Firebase,
HighCharts, SendGrid, GitHub.
Team Size: 2
Duration: 4 Months



Description:
eAdvisor is a Financial Planning SaaS (Software as a Service) Dashboard
application, focused on providing advisors with the ability to quickly and easily
show clients a multitude of scenarios on simulated and real historical data.
Responsibilities:
● Developing and Designing Web Application.
● Designing the Web API.

Title: ashutec Website
Technology: Angular 12, Scully, Prismic, PWA, NodeJs, TypeScript, Firebase,
SCSS
Team Size: 2
Duration: 2 Months
Description:
ashutec is a Software and Product Development company. They architect,
design and develop Web, Mobile and Desktop Application.
Responsibilities:
Developing and Designing Web Application.
Designing the Web API.

Title: PlayQuiz
Technology: Angular10, TypeScript, RxJS, Bootstrap, Firebase, Stripe, NodeJs,
Mailgun
Team Size: 3
Duration: 7 Months
Description:
PlayQuiz is an online quiz game web application for playing quiz games.
It has a responsive design so users can play this game from any devices like
computers,tablets and  mobiles.



Users can view active games and the next scheduled game. Each game has multiple
quizzes, Users can choose which quiz they want to play, users can play each quiz
three times by paying 1 token to get a chance to be the winner for a game.
Responsibilities:

● Developing and Designing Web Application.
● Designing the Web API.

Title: Bitwiser
Technology: Angular 7, NativeScript, NGRX, Redux, Firebase, Elasticsearch,
Bootstrap, HTML, CSS.
Team Size: 3
Duration: 2 Year
Description:
Bitwiser is an online brain teasers game.In this game, users can post questions
about their own interest or on their favorite topic, make their own quiz and connect
with millions of users  who share the same interest worldwide.

Play online while challenging friends or random opponents from around the world
in a wide variety of topics ranging from general programming, networking
/infrastructure, database, hardware and much more.

Responsibilities:

● Developing and Designing Web and Mobile Application.
● Designing the Web API.

Title: Meeting
Technology: Angular 7, Bootstrap, TypeScript, HTML5, CSS3, BootStrap,
DevExpress, PayPal, GoogleMaps
Team Size: 3
Duration: 3 Months



Description:
Meeting is a professional site where business executives or companies can book
their various types of meetings at different locations, where the user can present the
lectures and powerpoints with leading technologies.
Even the user can also use the food for their meeting and can apply discount
coupons and can make their payment online.
We have also made admin side so as to maintain the different venues and the user
can see their orders.
Responsibilities:
● Understanding and analysis of gathered user requirements.
● Created the admin and user side website.

Title: Legic
Technology: Angular 5, Bootstrap
Team Size: 3
Duration: 4 Months
Description:
This is a Project Management System, where a user can create a project and can
give permission to different types of projects. Based on the permission project can
be displayed and can be edited.
Users can also upload API and IPA information for particular projects and maintain
it.
Responsibilities:
● Lead Developer.
● Created the UI.
● Understanding and making analysis of gathered user requirements.

Title: DBD
Technology: Angular 2, Bootstrap.
Team Size: 3
Duration: 6 Months



Description:
It is a Cab Management System managed by 3 users.
Firstly by Admin, Company and Driver. Where the admin can add, view the list of
the company, check the driver’s status, license, insurance.
Where the company can check the driver’s information and can track all the details
and update it. Where the driver can view his personal information and also he can
give the test relating to the driving and can get the result accordingly.
Responsibilities:
● Understanding and making analysis of gathered user requirements.
● Created the UI.
● Created the FrontEnd and Rest API.

Title: Moku Collective
Technology: Angular 2, Bootstrap, Laravel, Harvest API.
Team Size: 2
Duration: 3 Months
Description:
This program is an employee management system.
Where we have used Harvest API, which accounts for the employee and project
information. Where we summon data using the harvest API and that allows the
admin to see all information relating to the employees and projects and allows the
admin to edit it.
Admin can also assign various tasks to employees. Based on this account different
types of reports related to projects can be created date wise.
Responsibilities:
● Understanding and making analysis of gathered user requirements.
● Created UI.
● Created the Front End and Rest API.


